
Enclosed you will find tips and tools to help you have the best possible reading
experience. You may choose to copy any or all of the activity pages for students to
complete after listening to the book. Depending on your amount of time allotted you
may choose to do the pages in class with the students or to leave them behind for
students to take home.

You will find additional lessons and resources for both volunteers and teachers in the
enclosed AITC Strawberry Newsletter as well as the AFBF Educator's Guide.
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Volunteer Tips

Connecting Children to Agriculture

Getting Started: The book is best suited for preschool through third grade students. Contact a
local school and introduce yourself as well as the project. A sample introductory letter is
included if necessary.  Be sure to schedule well in advance, as many teachers make their lesson
plans several weeks ahead of time.  Your visit will most likely last approximately 30 minutes.
Order your book(s) from AITC and gather any supplies you may need, including copies.  A
template for book plates, which can be personalized for your organization, is available for
download at www.AgInTheClass.org.  

Because of the popularity of this program, we encourage you to collaborate with other
agriculture organizations in your area to coordinate reading and encourage visits to as many
different classrooms as possible. 

Preparation: Read through the book on your own to familiarize yourself with it. Gather any farm
related “props” you might be able to bring. Children enjoy any kind of “show-and-tell” items!
Your props do not necessarily have to be mentioned in the book, but could be related to your
personal farming operation/connection.

Introduction:  Introduce yourself to the students.  Share your connection to agriculture.  Ask
them if anyone has eaten anything from a farm today. Tell them that regardless of what they
had for breakfast or lunch, each of them has eaten food from a farm, as all food begins on the
farm. The book they will listen to today will show how strawberries are grown.

Reading: Read the book, stopping on various pages to discuss or to take questions. 

Post-Reading:  Discuss the book with the class.  What questions do they have? What is
something new that they learned? 

Extension: Enclosed in the Volunteer Kit are student activity pages as well as classroom
activities to accompany the book. You may choose to do any or all of the activities based on
your allotted time with the class. Included in your volunteer pack are seeds to use with the
Seed Sam activity. 

Wrap-Up: Thank the students for being good listeners and the teacher for allowing you to visit
his/her classroom. Leave the book as well as the newsletter, seeds (if you opted not to do the
Seed Sam activity), curriculum unit, and information card about Agriculture in the Classroom
so that the teacher may access supplemental resources. 

http://www.agintheclass.org/


Seed Sam
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Directions

Review the conditions necessary for a
seed to germinate, or sprout.  All
plants need water, sunlight, space,
and nutrients to grow into healthy
plants.
Allow students to decorate their cups
with faces using markers, stickers, or
other available craft supplies.
Fill each cup with potting soil.
Plant several seeds at the top of the
cup and moisten soil.
Place cups in a warm location,
preferably near a window.
Water as needed and watch your
Seed Sam grow!
After several weeks you may harvest
and give your Seed Sam a haircut.
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Connecting Children to Agriculture

Explore plant needs and seed
germination by making a Seed Sam!  

Supplies
Clear plastic cups
Seeds (suggested types include grass
seed or herbs such as parsley, chives,
or basil)
Potting soil
Water 
Craft supplies such as stickers or
markers



Plant Parts
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Directions

The fruits and vegetables that we eat
come from various parts of the plant. 
 Flowering plants each have 6 parts,
each with their own special function. 
 The 6 parts are: roots, stems, leaves,
flowers, fruits, and seeds.
Cut out the flower on Template 1 as
well as the strawberry plant parts on
Template 2.
Match and glue the the strawberry
plant parts to the correct place on
Template 1.
Use green construction paper to
create a stem and leaves.
Next use brown yarn or brown
construction paper to create roots.
Attach both with glue.
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Connecting Children to Agriculture

Use a strawberry plant to
investigate and identify plant parts.  

Supplies
Copies of Plant Parts Templates
Scissors
Glue 
Green construction paper
Brown yarn or brown construction
paper

Learn more about plant parts we
eat with this video from AITC.
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Parts of a Plant Template 2
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Color by Number

Connecting Children to Agriculture

1 - Gray     2 - Light Green     3 - Dark Green     4 - Red     5 - Yellow
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Maze Circle the student who has a
strawberry yogurt for snack.

Color the strawberry's life cycle.



         
 

Dear Teacher and Administrator: 
 
[Insert County Farm Bureau or Business Name Here] is excited to partner with Agriculture in 
the Classroom to celebrate the 13th annual Agriculture Literacy Week, March 13-17, 2023.  
During this week volunteers from across the state will be participating by serving as guest 
readers in preschool through third grade classrooms where they will read Agriculture in the 
Classroom’s 2023 Book of the Year, I Love Strawberries! by Shannon Anderson. 
 
This week is routinely recognized by special proclamation from the governor and offers 
students a fun and educational opportunity to learn more about farming and the source of their 
food.  Additionally, the event connects teachers and schools to resources in their community.  
Past readers have included the First Lady of Virginia, Virginia’s Secretary of Agriculture and 
many more dedicated members of the agriculture community.  
 
Recently selected as a Good Housekeeping Best Kids’ Book Award winner, the 2023 Book of the 
Year follows a budding entrepreneur and horticulturalist as she learns to grow her own 
strawberries.  To complement the book Agriculture in the Classroom has developed enrichment 
activities to further students’ learning.  These, as well as a comprehensive lesson plan library, 
can be found on the Agriculture in the Classroom website, www.agintheclass.org.   
 
We hope that your school/district will join with us as we share agriculture’s story with you! 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
[Insert Name and Contact Information Here] 

http://www.agintheclass.org/
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